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Annie Dillard is a well-known ecological writer in contemporary America. Her 
works include a variety of styles of writing: prose, poetry and fiction, trying to 
explore authentic relationship between human and nature, human and world. In recent 
years, rich ecological thought and lively aesthetic connotation in Dillard’s works have 
attracted more and more scholars’ attention. From the perspective of place, this paper 
attempts to get Dillard’s place writing into shape and discover eco-aesthetic value of it, 
in order to unlock a new angle for understanding Place Theory. 
The prologue part outlines Dillard’s life and writing experience, presents the 
mergence and the development of eco-aesthetic thought and Place Theory, and shows 
the basic framework of this paper. 
The first chapter probes into aesthetic time, aesthetic space and network formed 
in the time-space horizon in Dillard’s works. On this basis, it analyzes deep 
connection between time-space horizon and place, and interprets visually fundamental 
concept of Place Theory——“Place”. 
The second chapter probes into double-perspectives of local and exotic, the quest 
for wild-home in Dillard’s works. On this basis, it analyzes two important concepts of 
Place Theory——“Local” and “Global”, illustrates more specifically the implication 
of “Home” in Place Theory and eco-aesthetics. 
The third chapter probes into the formation of eco-community, the structure of 
inner place and external place, nature experience directed by inter-subjectivity, in 
Dillard’s works. On this basis, it analyzes the basic steps of cultivating the sense of 
place. 
The forth chapter probes into the insight about daily state of “Dasein” and the 
exploration of ecological wisdom—— “Poetic Dwelling”, in Dillard’s works. On this 
basis, it analyzes significant meaning of ecological wisdom and offers the solution to 
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The conclusion part summarizes the revelation of Dillard’s place writing to Place 
Theory and eco-aesthetic thought. Further than this, it emphasizes Dillard’s efforts in 
improving the “no beauty” state in the global modernization process by ecological 
writing. 
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涉各种文体：诗集《祈祷轮的车票》（Tickets for a Prayer Wheel， 1974）、《如此
这般的清晨》（M o r n i n g s  L i k e  T h i s， 1995)， 散文集《汀克溪的朝圣者》
（P i l g r i m  a t  Ti n k e r  C re e k，1974)、《神圣的坚强》（Holy the Firm，1977）、
《教石头说话》（Teaching a Stone to Talk, 1982）、《写作生涯》（The Writing Life，
1989）、《现世》（F o r  t h e  T i m e  B e i n g ， 1999)， 小 说 《活着》（The 
Living,1992）以 及 文学评论集《靠虚构而活》（Living by Fiction, 1982）、散记
《与中国作家交往》（Encouters with Chinese Writers, 1984）、回忆录《美国童年》
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